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About This Game

Orange Season is a farm-life RPG focused on exploration and different gameplay mechanics. It's a game you can play for
hundreds of hours and you'll always have something new to discover.

Game Features:

High focus on exploration, with many hand crafted areas (mountains, forests, caves, deserts, lakes and much more).

Town festivals.

Raise animals and plant crops on your farm.

Tame wild animals and bring them to your farm.

Increase your friendship with the town's villagers by interacting to them and completing quests.

Farm customization

Open Code: The whole game code is available with the game, so modders can change anything they want.

Mod System: Every single detail of the game can be modified by installing mods on them.
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Companion System: You can ask a villager to hang out with you. They will follow you and participate in the things you
do.

Upcoming Features:

Several festivals inspired by real life festivities from around the world.

More than 30 different types of animals.

Marriage system with dozens of potential spouses (regardless of gender).

Rival Marriage system, where you can influence who ends up with who.

Several minigames.
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Puyo Champions is possibly the most raw Puyo Puyo experience you're gonna get. It's heavily intended towards competitive
multiplayer (online or local) as there is only a solo mode where you can fight the CPU and an endurance mode. The gameplay
itself is incredibly fun and has a very deep complexity with a huge skill ceiling. It's very fun to play both casually and
competitively, and it's a good time trying to learn all the tactics you can to get the upper hand on your opponent.

For $10 I highly recommend it, as it's a steal for endless hours of fun (If you don't mind multiplayer). Hey, this is my first
review of a game so it would not be perfect but I'll try.

 The Gameplay
Amber's Magic Shop is first and foremost a crafting game with dating sim aspects. However, if you're more of a reader then you
can skip the gameplay entirely and focus more on the storytelling. At first, I was confused by the crafting system but after some
practice, I got used to it and enjoyed it. The crafting does get a little tedious over time but I still found it unique and enjoyable.
As for the dating sim part, the choices for the romances you're pursuing are very different from a usual dating sim. The choices
you make will affect your alignment with the romances instead of your relationships with them. I'll be elaborating more on the
romances further down the review.

 The Storytelling
The story here is about Amber, a dark elf, who is trying to be a master alchemist. Due to her race, she experiences
discrimination from the other races. Despite that, she does meet open-minded and generally good people. There are 2 phases of
her story: Young and Adult Phases. The Young Phase concentrates mostly on Amber's apprenticeship and her interactions with
the new environment she is in and the people living there. The Adult Phase is generally about Amber managing her own shop
and embarking on interesting quests. I find that showing the 2 phases of Amber's life to be unique and different from other
visual novels. Although I feel the Adult Phase is kind of shorter than the Young Phase, I am overall satisfied with the
storytelling.

 The Artwork
I love the style of the art and the artworks for the endings really capture the feel of the story. The background artworks are also
appropriate and easy on the eyes. I find the artworks for the ingredients to be rather cute and pretty to look at.

 The Soundtracks
The soundtracks are excellent and fit with most of the storytelling of Amber's Magic Shop. I love the main menu theme because
you can feel Amber is going to achieve many great feats as an alchemist. My only complaint is that during the crafting, there is
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no music. This does make the crafting rather dull to play so it will be great to have some interesting soundtracks while crafting.

 The Romances
There are 6 romances: 3 otome, 1 yuri and 2 poly. As I mentioned above, you can make certain choices which make affect your
alignment with the romances. There are 4 different alignments: Light+, Light, Dark and Dark+. Each alignment leads to
different endings of the romances that you have pursued. Do note that some of the endings can be unexpected. The interaction
between Amber and her pursued love interests are all different from the rest. I personally love 2 of the routes: Bernard and
Cosmina.  For Bernard, I love how Amber first met and interacted with him. As they interact more further down the storyline, I
feel it is very obvious that they have grown to care for each other in their own ways. As for Cosmina, I like the way how the
poly romance is handled and I love the storyline for this route the most. Overall, I like most of the endings but some of the
endings are rather short and abrupt.

All in all, Amber's Magic Shop is a rather interesting game and is, like every other games, not without flaws. I had fun playing
this and I would recommend this to any crafting lovers and visual novel readers. If you're still not sure, you can always try the
demo out.. There's something refreshing about Maggie's Apartment that I can't quite put my finger on.

Something that's important to know going in is that it's a very small, self-contained story. It feels like you're learning just as
much about Maggie and her relationships as you are about the mystery. I'm not going to spoil what happens, but the game
definitely has some interesting commentary on celebrity culture and idolization.

I really like the art style in this. It has kind of an 80's quality to it, for lack of a better description. Lots of highly-saturated colors
and dramatic, rubbery character designs reminiscent of the work of Craig McCracken or David Feiss (the person who animated
this is a Calarts student if you couldn't already tell). I dig the designs of Rascal and Randy in particular- they're both very funny
and memorable. I know it's not a huge deal for point n' click games to be hand-animated, but I think it's honorable here
nonetheless, especially given how much care is given when it comes to basic movements, like climbing onto a couch.

As with many point n' click adventure games, Maggie's Apartment can be a little cryptic sometimes- there are points where you
have to exhaust every single character's dialogue options (sometimes multiple times) to advance the plot. Keep that in mind
particularly when talking to Rascal. The game also doesn't explain this right away, but instead of having an inventory, you just
click and drag objects in the room to other objects. Sometimes both objects are move-able, and sometimes only one, like when
objects need to interact with the window or the Randy poster.

I was kind of hoping the game would have some branching paths, but it appears to be a series of puzzles based around a linear,
predetermined path. This is honestly fine by me- it's a game made by a couple of art students, not programmers. Play this game
for the art, the story, and the comedy, but it's probably not what you want if you're looking for a challenge.. Nice setting, ok-ish
story, lousy voice acting, meh gameplay, mixed controls. Hasn't aged too well.. Not Recommended for attention\uff0cwill
change later.
\u5dee\u8bc4\u9ad8\u4eae\uff0c\u7b49\u4f1a\u513f\u6539\u3002
What do we expect\uff1f
\u6211\u4eec\u60f3\u8981\u4ec0\u4e48\uff1f
Growth experience of Player\u2018s own.
\u73a9\u5bb6\u81ea\u5df1\u7684\u6210\u957f\u7ecf\u5386\u3002
Growth experience of Player\u2019s troop.
\u73a9\u5bb6\u90e8\u961f\u7684\u58ee\u5927\u8fc7\u7a0b\u3002
Growth experience of Player\u2018s territory.
\u73a9\u5bb6\u9886\u5730\u7684\u53d1\u5c55\u5386\u7a0b\u3002
From one single pistol in hand to ALL WEAPONs within.
\u4ece\u5f00\u5c40\u4e00\u652f\u67aa\u5230\u5168\u6b66\u5668\u5236\u9738\u3002
From fresh man squad to war lord\u2019s army.
\u4ece\u65b0\u5175\u5c0f\u961f\u5230\u767e\u6218\u7cbe\u5175\u3002
From village to a empire.
\u767d\u624b\u8d77\u5bb6\uff0c\u96c4\u9738\u5929\u4e0b\u3002
All these victory and defeat\uff0ctrouble and
solution\uff0cachieve\uff0cclimbing\uff0cantagonize\uff0calliance\uff0cetc\uff0cgather them together and we call it game
experience.
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\u6240\u6709\u7684\u8fd9\u4e9b\u80dc\u8d25\u5174\u8870\uff0c\u5408\u7eb5\u8fde\u6a2a\uff0c\u8fd0\u7b79\u5e37\u5e4
4\uff0c\u6c47\u805a\u8d77\u6765\u5c31\u662f\u5b8c\u6574\u7684\u6e38\u620f\u4f53\u9a8c\u3002
Mix them wisely.
\u653e\u806a\u660e\u70b9\u3002. Got this game near its release from early access and absolutely love it! Recommended for
lovers of Marble Blast and other marble games. The physics are some of the best of the genre promoting speed but also control.
If you love competing for leaderboard spots this situation the game for you. Luna is a great little VR gem. The interactions are
simple (think "connect-the-dots" and planting around a diorama), music is calming and plays a theme throughout, and the art
style is gorgeous. I really enjoyed the calming experience and the unique perspective that went into creating Luna. It is a keeper
in my VR showcase. It isn't a lengthy VR game, but Luna is worth playing. Recommended for a nice VR escape!
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An experience unlike any other. 5\/7. awesome realistic fab dlcs are epic. When Curse of the Monkey Island, Grinch and
Nightmare before Chrismas met...

Pros:
- Curse of the Monkey Island (CoMI) style
- Funny
- Great Intro. I fall in love with that intro. I bought the game for that intro. I will married the intro some day.
- Fully voice acted

Cons
- Sometimes puzzles feel random, really random and no or very little hint for the solution, like the secret entrance location
- some bugs, like the game support much more monitor resolution than the setting shown, but if you change it, you can't change
it back, only via Registry
- The last act basicly came from CoMI. Same mechanism, same solution.
- Short. I played it through only 5 hours without help
- Cat mode looks funny, but irritating
- No hard mode, or something for replay value.

Conclusun:
If you played CoMI you will like it, If you don't, play it first, maybe the first 2 Monkey Island too. They are remastered
recently.
But we need more CoMI clones so buy it and support the devs!

. Running in the 90's. Interesting Idea
+Okay Price

-Badly developed
-Guns feel like peashooters
-Gives an achievement "Headshot!" But headshots do as much damage as bodyshots.
-Not good

1/5

Decent price, interesting Idea, terribly made. Nothing in this game feels good aside from the idea. It's like you're shooting a
Nerf gun and your enemies fall down because they pity you.

 If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad and decent VR titles.
And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles. 

. Poor game. Poor tutorial, poor translation\/poor english, poor game mechanics, game basically doesnt work.. worth the price.
Waste of money.. Ive been trapped at my computer for 3 days. Im running out of rations. Cant stop playing. Send help.. If you
haven't got LIMBO, play that instead.
If you have got LIMBO, this will pale in comparison.
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